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TIMELINE ACTIVITY CLASSES
NEEDED
FOR
ACTIVITY

SECTION
IN
BINDER

Week 1 Introduce the Project 1 One

Do a Pre-Test 1 One

Learn to Use Architech 1-2 One

        CCU:  Measure by Metric 1 One

Week 2 Research Antarctica 2-3 One

       CCU: Compare °F and °C 2-3 One

Tech Check 1 One

Week 3 Create a Requirements List 1 Two

      CCU: Define Those Requirements 1 Two

Make the Floor Plan 1-2 Two

      CCU: Explore Area and Perimeter 1-2 Two

      CCU: Work with Scale 1 Two

Week 4 Do a Design Review 1-2 Two

Find the Best Insulation 2 Three

     CCU: Help with R-value 2-3 Three

Week 5      CCU: Explore Area and Cost 1-2 Three

Re-Design the Floor Plan 2-3 Three

Week 6 Create a Final Report 2-3 Four

Make a Math Map 1-2 Four

Do a Post-Test 1 Four

MATHEMATICS IN THE ANTARCTICA PROJECT
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Antarctica is one of nine MMAP Design Units. These units, together with shorter
sets of activities called Extensions and Investigations, form a balanced
mathematical “diet” for middle schoolers. While all of the NCTM Standards are
addressed, and students have opportunity to develop important skills and
concepts in each one, the mathematical content of MMAP hinges on two central
areas: proportional reasoning and algebra and functions. Middle school is the time for
important transitions within each of these areas.  

Proportional reasoning.  Middle schoolers must make the transition from
additive to multiplicative reasoning about relationships between quantities.  This
means they need to be able to use multiplication, ratios, and proportions to
express relationships between quantities and make predictions.

In Antarctica, students will reason proportionally—and learn and use techniques
for doing so—as they design a fully-functioning research station for scientists in
Antarctica. ArchiTech represents the design as a scale drawing, and students
must make a design with reasonable real-world features, as well as represent
exact measurements in the scaled down representation. Thus, using scale factors
to estimate and do precise
calculations are important skills
developed throughout the unit,
especially in Sections 1 and 2.

AREA TOPICS
in Antarctica

Proportion • Scale Conversions
• Scale Drawings
• Proportional connections
between the real world and
a drawing of it

Algebra and Functions.  Middle school is the time for intensive work on
functions. Central are the abilities to track changes in two variables and to
describe the change of one in terms of the others. A variety of representations of
functions need to be developed in middle school, from tables to algebraic
formulas. Algebraic symbols and their uses can be introduced in the context of
functions and other contexts that arise in real world problem solving.
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In Antarctica, students use algebra
and functions to solve problems.
Students must isolate and track
changes between two
variables—insulation and heating
cost—using tables, graphs, as well as
verbal and symbolic rules. Linear
and non-linear relationships are

introduced. Section 3 includes specific
activities to facilitate this.

AREA TOPICS
in Antarctica

Algebra • Dependent and
Independent Variables
• Representing functions in
tables, graphs, and rules
• Algebraic expressions

Other Mathematical Standards.  In addition to proportional reasoning and
algebra/functions, other focused mathematical areas in Antarctica include:  

AREA TOPICS
in Antarctica

DESCRIPTION
of student activity

Problem Solving, Reasoning,
Communication

Integral to Antarctica’s project-based
approach.

Measurement Metric length
Metric temperature
Area and Perimeter

Develop benchmarks for metric systems;
use metric measurements to represent  and
calculate; represent conversion between
Celsius and Fahrenheit
Develop concepts of area and perimeter
and explore relationship between.

Computation and Estimation Decimal numbers Perform arithmetic operations on decimal
fractions, estimating as appropriate.

A chart showing a comprehensive look at math in Antarctica—according to each
NCTM standard—is included in the back RESOURCES section.

Mathematical Extensions to Antarctica. The comprehensive MMAP curriculum
includes smaller sets of activities that build directly on the mathematical insights
and skills that students have developed within a primary design unit.  Antarctica
has 2 such Extensions—Direct and Inverse Variation and Connecting to
Algebra—, which introduce students to the standard mathematical notations
associated with proportion and function.

TEACHING MATH IN ANTARCTICA

Mathematics opportunities arise continually as students design and analyze their
research station. Math skills can be learned and refined in three primary ways, as
illustrated by the following example about understanding area:
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• During the project activity itself:  In Section 2, students are asked to make the
floor plan for the station. As they design rooms, the software feeds back the
dimensions; students can then refine their design to make sure their total area
does not exceed the 17x30 meter limit.

• By doing a related Concept Close-Up: The Concept Close-Ups (CCUs) in the
unit direct students deeper into a specific mathematical concept or skill. For
instance, if you see students struggling through making the floor plan, you could
give them the CCU called Area and Perimeter. In that CCU, students are given the
chance to “step out” of the research station scenario for a moment—and instead
focus on contrasting area and perimeter. They can then return to their project
activity with a better understanding of area and perimeter, as well as seeing a
stronger connection between project learning and standard mathematical
notation.

• With guidance from teachers: Of course, you, the teacher, are the most
significant resource for helping students learn math. As students get stuck in the
design process, you can use all your teaching strategies to reinforce and develop
the math concept or skill they need to get the job done. For example, you could
ask a student how she could reduce the area of the floor by reducing the
perimeter of the station. Such suggestive questions will help students refine their
floor plan.
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ASSESSMENT:  A WORKING SYSTEM
Think of assessment as a NET that gathers all the math experiences students have a s
they are working on a project.  Once experiences have been gathered, they can b e
named, formalized, reflected upon, and displayed.  Experiences that slip through,
while still valuable for the student, lose some of their potential as catalysts for
further mathematical growth.  The process of gathering and building on students’
direct mathematical experiences is crucial to making the most of this unit.

The term assessment can be used broadly to describe a wide variety of activities
that you do with your students to help them capture, reflect on, and
demonstrate their mathematical growth.  Some of these assessment activities,
like face-to-face conferences with students, seem more like tutoring.  Other
assessment activities, like setting up peer reviews, seem like managing.  Some
assessment tasks, such as assigning a piece of reflective writing or a math activity
from the unit, seem more like our traditional view of assessment as a test or
quiz.  But any or all of these activities generate information to help students
show progress to themselves and to others.  

As the NCTM Assessment Standards suggest, we like to think in terms of
assessment systems that make coherent use of tools like student writing, peer
review, and teacher conferencing. We offer you these following principles and
questions in working out your customized assessment system:

PRINCIPLE QUESTION EXAMPLE
Multiple purposes What do you want to

accomplish with
assessment?

Observing student work on the spot may allow
you to simultaneously monitor student
progress as well as create accountability data.

Synergy How can you make the
assessments you choose
work together
synergistically?

Peer review can be more effective when
followed with reflective writing, in which
students write about design changes they
planned as the result of a review.

Equity Does your system allow
everyone to demonstrate the
progress they have made?

A student may have weak writing skills and
therefore produce seemingly incoherent
mathematical explanations, but you can still see
progress during teacher conferences and peer
reviews.

Practicality Is your system simple and
time-efficient?

You may need to have students stagger journal
writing so that you don’t overly burden
yourself with journal grading all at once.
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Assessment Resource Pages:  We have incorporated assessment resource
pages—techniques and handouts—throughout Antarctica. These assessments can
help you to gather rich qualitative information about your students’ progress
and still allow you to create a point system or a set of standards that result in
grades for the unit. Over the course of the unit you can compile a nice cache of
records from different kinds of assessments.  The resource page on grading (in
Section 4) shows two specific ways you can put this information together to
make a grade for the whole unit.

Assessing Math Learning:  On most activity pages, we’ve provided assessment
tips—called “Assessing Math Learning.”  These tips are practical questions and
suggestions that help you assess student progress, concept by concept, naturally
and easily throughout the unit.
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ANTARCTICA SOFTWARE:
CAD IN THE CLASSROOM

Macintosh computers are necessary for this unit;  however, you do not need a
computer for every student. Typically, teachers assign three to five students as a
group to a computer. If only one or two computers are available, you can rotate
use; many of the activities can be accomplished without computers. Computers
in your classroom provide the ideal setting for your students; however, access to
a computer lab would suffice.

What type of software comes with this unit?  One piece of software accompanies
this unit, an application called ArchiTech.  This software provides the tools with
which students build and analyze their designs on the computer.

What is CAD?   ArchiTech, the software used throughout Antarctica, is an age-
appropriate version of a desktop CAD (Computer Assisted Design) program.
Architects and drafters use CAD programs to create architectural drawings faster
than by hand. ArchiTech has additional, special features such as analyzing costs
for building and heating at different levels of insulation.
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